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Customer Engagement Score 



Subscriber engagement strategy 
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To have a world leading subscription model delivering record growth rates through exceptional 
content & engagement. Becoming a trusted guide into additional purchasing patterns 

Subscriptions 

Every communication tailored 
to you. It’s thought through and 

highly engaging  

Personalised Experience 
powered by data World Class Service 

A premium service offering, 
demonstrating a subscription-

first account management 

Broadening Horizons 

Championing exclusives and 
subscriber benefits, earning the 
right to be a trusted guide into 

new purchase decisions  

Easy 

Effortless and intuitive 
experience unified across 

devices, encouraging 
subscribers to return 

Achieved through 4 key themes 



Personalised marketing

Enabling us to create micro-
objectives for each activity based on 
customer’s behaviour & engagement 

status
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Churn forecasting

More accurate forecasts increasing 
confidence and ability for longer 

term outlooks

 
 
 

Intelligent call centre

Advisors can tailor approach to save 
based on customer’s engagement 

score and digital usage�

Customer Engagement ‘CE’ Score 
Understanding digital usage to create an environment for one million subscribers  
 
 CE Score objectives 



How is the CE Score calculated? 
Four components make up the score; Frequency, Articles, Interactions & Recency - the F.A.I.R metric 
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Index: 
1-120 

Frequency  
(# of active days in a 28 day 
period)   [50% weighting] 

Recency 
(Days since last visit from 

scoring day) [30% weighting]  

Articles 
(Average # of articles per active 

day) [15% weighting] 

Interactions 
(# of views from search, 

comments, shares, Times)  [5% 
weighting] 

Measured over 28 days 

Most 
important 



Customer Engagement Score 
Dashboard 
 

A smart interface to highlight the vitality of 
our subscriber base 
 
●  User friendly analytics alerting 

movements 
 

●  Aligned with contact centre data to track 
advisor’s re-engagement impact  
 

●  Return on investment calculation 
capability, enabling us to prioritise 
activity 
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Dashboard 
 

Hidden for data sensitivity reasons 
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Finds 
Puzzles

Mrs Puzzles  
Increases her frequency and recency, increasing her CE Score from 20 to 80 

 
 
 



Targeted marketing 
Using the CE Score within the Rich List activity to achieve two objectives 
 

 
●  Successfully re-

engaged 258 
subscribers 
 

●  Creative intrigue 
best engaged low 
CE Score 
audience - 
helping inform 
Social strategy 
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Trigger based content 
stimulation

Using artificial intelligence and our 
Digital Butler JAMES to share 

relevant content subscribers at an 
optimal time and format
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Educating and informing

Industrialising the financial impact of 
a CE Score change and sharing 

actionable-intelligence across the 
business

 
 
 

Cross-sell

Identifying areas of interest and 
passion points to industrialise a 

cross-sell propensity plan�

Continuous evolution

Refreshing logic and weightings, 
factoring in changes like 

commenting on smartphone

. 

On-going activity 
 
 



Age insight 
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Key insight
●  Older people are more likely to be less engaged.
●  At age 80 over 50% are not engaged.
●  The highest engagement comes between 50 and 70
●  Under 35 CE Score is 67 v 73 for average base


